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Abstract 
We present a computer-search method for concatenating or "multiply-
ing" binary or ternary complementary pairs. All multiplications by a 
particular number m are considered. The computer-search method is 
new and leads to a large set of new results. The results and equiva-
lences are discussed and some applications and numerical consequences 
are shown. 
1 Introduction 
The definition of the nonperiodic autocorrelation function is given as follows. 
Definition 1 (Nonperiodic Autocorrelation Function) 
Let X = {{X1l,"" Xl n }, {X21,"" X2n}, ... , ... , {Xml,"" xmn}} be a family of Tn 
sequences of elements 1, 0 and -1 and length n. The nonperiodic autocorrelation 
function of the family of sequences X, denoted by 1'1 x, is a function defined by 
n-s 
Nx(s) = 2:(XliX l,i+s + X2i X 2,i+s + ... + XmiXm,i+s), 
i=1 
where s can range from 1 to n - 1. 
Definition 2 The weight W(Xi) of a sequence Xi is defined as the total number of 
non-zero elements in Xi. The weight w(X) of a family of sequences X is defined as 
w(X) = Z=;::'l w(X;). 
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It is well known (see for example [9] or [11]) that the sum of the squares of the row 
sums of sequences with zero nonperiodic autocorrelation function must add to the 
total weight. That is, 
m n 
IJE Xij)2 = W(X). 
;=1 j=1 
Example 1 (We replace 1 by '+' and -1 by '-') 
Consider the TCP 
A + + - + +0 - 0 - + + +, 
B = + + + - +0 + 0 - + - -
(1) 
SpqllPn('Ps with the properties mentioned above can be used for constructing weighing 
matrices (see also Section 5). A weighing matrix is defined as follows. 
Definition 3 A weighing matrix W = W(n, k) is a square matrix with entries 
D. ± I having k non-zero entries per row and column and inner product of distinct 
rows zpro. Hence W satisfies WWT = kIn. The number k is called the weight of 
W. A W(n, n), for n == O(mod 4), 1 or 2, whose entries are ±1 only is called an 
Hadamard matrix. A W(n,n -1) for n == O(mod 4) is equivalent to an orthogonal 
dpsign OD(n; l,n -1) and a skew-Hadamard matrix or order n. 
ThprE' are a number of conjectures concerning weighing matrices: 
Conjecture 1 (Weighing Matrix Conjecture) There exists a weighing matrix 
W ( 41, k) for k E {I, ... , 4t}. 
Conjecture 2 (Skew Weighing Matrix Conjecture) Whenn == 4(mod 8), there 
crist a skew-weighing matrix (also written as an OD(n; 1, k)) when k :::; n - 1, k = 
a" + b" + (.2, a, b, c integers except that n - 2 must be the sum of two squares. 
Conjecture 3 When n == O( mod 8), there exist a skew-weighing matrix (also writ-
ten as an OD(n; l,k)) for all k:::; n-1. 
III SdwITY and Zhang [12] weighing matrices of order 4t and weight 2t are discussed 
auel tilt'.\' an' found to exist for all orders less than 4000 for which Hadamard matrices 
arp known. 
FmtllPrmor<:', sequences with zero (non)periodic autocorrelation function are of the 
iuterest in different research areas. For example: 
• Communications Theory (sending a signal to a remote object and overlapping 
it with the signal reflected to measure the distance); 
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• Coding Theory (sequences with zero (non)periodic autocorrelation function 
have a constant Hamming distance to the periodically shifted versions of them-
selves ); 
• Cryptography (pseudo-random sequences); and 
• Combinatorics (sequences with zero (non)periodic autocorrelation function arf' 
related to orthogonal designs, Hadamard matrices, weighing matrices, differ-
ence sets, block designs, ... ). 
Two sequences G and H with entries 1, -1 and zero nonperiodic autocorrelation 
function are called Golay sequences or a binary complementary pair (BGP). Thf'sf' 
sequences have been extensively studied (see for example [2] and [11]) amI they arf' 
only known to exist for lengths n = 2a 10b26c , a, b, c :::: o. The first unresolved cases 
an~ now n = 74,82,106,116,122. Two sequences M and N with entries 1, 0 and-l 
and zero nonperiodic autocorrelation function are called a ternary complementary 
pair (TGP). A TCP is a generalisation of a BCP. [6] and [3] give examples and all 
overview on the existence of TCP's with minimal number of zeros. 
Sequences with zero (non)periodic autocorrelation function are hard to find, SlI1ce 
for longer lengths n the growth of candidate sequences is exponential in n. 
There are different methods to obtain longer sequences by concatenating (or "mul-
tiplying") shorter sequences. Standard constructions and theorems give one !11f'thod 
(see for example [6]). Another possibility is to perform a computer-search for all 
multiplications by a particular number and a particular weight, this is described in 
this paper. 
Notation 1 Given two binary or ternary sequences S = {SI,S2, ... ,S,,}, T = {tl' 
t 2 , • •• , tnt} of lengths nand m respectively, we shall use S for the sequence S negated 
and S* for the sequence S reversed. That is, 
S {-SI, -S2, ... , -sn}, 
S* = {Sn, ... ,S2,SI}. 
ST denotes the sequence T appended onto S and SIT (for m 
sequence T is interleaved into the sequence S. That is, 
ST {SI, ... ,Sn,tl, ... ,tm}, 
SIT {SJ,tJ,S2,t2, ... ,sn,tn}. 
n) means tilt' 
It can be shown that negating and/or reversing one or more sequences does not affect 
the (non )periodic autocorrelation function. Therefore, if A, B is a TCP then, for 
example, A*, 13 is a TCP as well. The two TCP's A, Band A*, 13 are said to be 
equivalent. 
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2 Multiplication of Sequences "by Hand" 
A trivial multiplication is the multiplication by 2. It can easily be carried out by 
hand. Given a TCP A, B of length n, one way to multiply by 2 is to let 
X A B, 
Y = A B. 
N ow X and Y is a TCP of length 2n. 
In order to prove that X and Y is a TCP, we have to show that Nx(s) + Ny(s) = 
0, oS = 1, ... , 2n - 1. We have, 
Nx(s) 2:::?:t aiai+s + 2:::;=1 an-s+ibi + 2:::'l:t bibi+s,} = 1 _ l' 
( ) 
,\,n-s '\'s b ,\,n-s b b s , ... , n , Ny oS = .Gi=1 aiai+s - .Gi=1 an-s+i i + .Gi=1 i i+s, 
and 
Nx(s) = 2:::;';:1' aibs-n+i, } 2 1 
N ( ) 
,\,2n-s b s = n, ... , n - . 
y s = - .Gi=1 ai s-n+i, 
Therefore, Nx(s)+Ny(s) = 2NA(s)+2NB(s), s = 1, ... , n-l and Nx(s)+Ny(s) = 
0, otherwise. Since NA(s) + NB(s) = 0, S = 1, ... , n - 1, Nx(s) + Ny(s) = 0, s = 
1, ... ,n-l. Hence, Nx(s) + Ny(s) =0, s=I, ... ,2n-1. 
Observe the way we preserved zero nonperiodic autocorrelation. We have zero non-
periodic autocorrelation because we put the same number of A's and B's into X and 
Y, and because in X A is shifted into B and in Y A is shifted into B. Therefore, if 
we multiply a TCP A and B of length n by longer lengths m, we basically only have 
to take care about two conditions: 
(i) the number of A's and B's has to be the same in the new sequences; and 
(ii) we have to make sure that the mixed terms, obtained when shifting different 
sequences into each other, add to zero. 
Note that in the above example interleaving can be applied to form another TCP 
X 2 and Y2 • We let 
and observe that X 2 , 1'2 have zero nonperiodic autocorrelation function. The proof 
works similar as above. 
Definition 4 (Crosscorrelation) The CTosscorreiation of two sequences A and B 
is defined by: 
2:::;=1 an-s+ibi, 
2:::7';:1' aibs-n+i 
o 
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s = 1, . .. ,n, 
s = n + 1, ... , 2n - 1, 
otherwise. 
Note that NAB ( s) means "the sequence A is shifted into the sequence B" and NBA ( s) 
means "the sequence B is shifted into the sequence A". Clearly, 
NAB(S) + NAs(s) = 0, and 
NAB ( s) =I- l\'B.4( s). 
That is, when adding the terms from the crosscorrelations from the sequence A 
shifted into the sequence B and the sequence A shifted into the sequence B we get 
zero. However, shifting the sequence A into the sequence B and shifting the sequence 
B into the sequence A, does not generally give terms which add to zero. 
Condition (ii) above can now be reformulated: the crosscorrelations have to add to 
zero for s = 1, ... , mn -1. Of course we only have to check that the crosscorrelatiolls 
are zero for s = 1,n + 1,2n + 1, ... ,(m -l)n + 1, and we can then conclude that 
the crosscorrelations are zero for all s = 1, ... , mn - 1. 
This formalism and simplification allows us to multiply "by hand" for special and 
easy cases and to implement the above rules on computer and carry out exhaustive 
searches for small values of m. 
Note that these rules do not only apply for TCP's. For example [9J starts with four 
special sequences A, B, C and D with zero nonperiodic autocorrelation function to 
get 
X AC 00 B"O, 
Y BD 00 A"O, 
Z = 00 At OD", 
w = 00 BD OC7-, 
(where 0 and 00 are sequences of zeros of different lengths). 
Now X, Y, Z and Ware sequences with zero nonperiodic autocorrelation function. 
Observe that the basic rules for shifting apply in the same manner as above. However, 
there are some additional rules when shifting reversed sequences into other sequences. 
One of these rules is for example: 
That is, shifting the sequence A into the sequence B is the same as shifting the 
sequence B reversed into the sequence A reversed. 
Another way of multiplying, given a TCP A, B of length n with zeros in the same 
positions, is to let P = !(A + B) and Q = !(A - B). Note that P and Q is now 
a T,CP as well. A, B, P and Q have then to be concatenated appropriately. For 
example, we let 
x = P A Q, 
Y P B Q. 
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If we shift by S = 1, ... , n, we have 
Nx(s) + Ny(s) = Np(s) + Np(s) + NA(s) + NB(s) + NQ(s) + NQ(s) + 
NpA(S) + NAQ(s) + NPB(S) + NBQ(s). 
The first six terms add to zero because A, Bj P, Qj and P, Q are all Tep's. 
Therefore, 
which we rewrite as 
Nx(s) + Ny(s) 1 2( -NAA(S) - NBA(S) + NAA(S) -
NAB(S) + NAB(S) + NBB(S) + NBA(S) - NBB(S)). 
These terms add to zero by "cancelling each other out". 
If we shift by S = n + 1, ... , 2n, we have 
Nx(s) + Ny(s) = NpA(S) + NAQ(s) + NPB(s) + NBQ(s) + 
NpQ(s - n) + NPQ(s - n). 
Clearly, the first four terms again add to zero. Similarly, the last two terms add to 
zero. 
Finally, if we shift by s = 2n + 1, ... ,3n - 1, we get 
Nx(s) + Ny(s) = NpQ(s - n) + Npds - n), 
which of course is zero again. 
Therefore, Nx(s)+Ny(s) = 0, s = 1, ... ,3n-1, and so X and Y is a Tep of length 
:371. 
The general rules are quite simple and straightforward to implement. 
3 Multiplication of Sequences on the Computer 
Preliminary conditions: 
WI"' start with a Tep A, B of length n with zeros in the same positions. We let 
f' = HA + B) and Q = HA - B). Observe that P and Q have zero nonperiodic 
aut')correiation function and w(P, Q) = !w(A, B). We try to find longer Tep's X 
and Y by concatenating A, B, P and Q appropriately. 
There are two important parameters for the computer-search: 
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1. The number m with which we multiply the sequences; and 
2. the number !f with which we multiply the initial weight w(A, B). 
We also define: 
n n nm nn1. 
a = Lai, b = Lbi, X = LTi. y = LYi, 
i=1 ;=1 ;=1 i=1 
where ai, bi, xi and Yi are the individual elements of the sequences .4, B, X and Y 
respectively. 
Equation (1) says that: 
w(A, B). 
1 
"2 fw (A,B). 
(2) 
( :3) 
We can write x = ~a + ~b and Y = 1<ta + ~b with kl' k2' k3, k4 integers. This is 
because X and Yare concatenations of A, B, P and Q and Ei=1 Pi = Ha + b) and 
E:~1 qi = Ha - b). Therefore, 
Hence, 
(4) 
and, 
(.5 ) 
From (4) we see that 2f (and f) must be the sum of two squares. [1] shows that f 
is the sum of two squares if and only if f has no square-free factor == 3(mod 4). We 
restate this in the following lemma. 
Lemma 1 We can multiply the weight by !f only if f has no square-free factor 
== 3(mod 4). 
Corollary 1 Multiplying the weight with 
is not possible. 
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The search: 
The computer-search starts with the same number of sequences A and E and an-
other number of sequences P and Q. These two numbers can be deduced from m 
and f. 
The algorithm now has to concatenate A, E, P and Q and reversed and/or negated 
versions of A, E, P and Q to find sequences X and Y such that: 
• X and Y have both the length mnj and 
• X and Y have zero nonperiodic autocorrelation function. 
The algorithm can be described as follows: 
1. From m and f determine the number of A's and E's and the number of P's 
and Q's that will be available to form X and Y. 
2. Go through all possibilities for forming X and Y by concatenating the A's, 
B's, P's and Q's available such that X and Y both have length mn. 
3. For each configuration obtained, go through all possibilities for negating/not 
negating individual A's, B's, P's and Q's in X and Y such that Equations (4) 
and (5) are satisfied. 
4. For each configuration obtained, go through all possibilities for reversing/not 
reversing individual A's, B's, P's and Q's in X and Y. 
5. Test the nonperiodic autocorrelation function for each configuration obtained 
by the above steps. If it is zero for all possible s = 1, ... mn - 1, then X and 
Y is a TCP with the desired properties. 
Observe Equations (4) and (5). These are important conditions that allow us 
to reduce the search-space drastically. When testing the nonperiodic autocorre-
latioll function, we of course only have to consider the crosscorrelations for .5 = 
1. n + 1, ... , (m -l)n + 1. 
The algorithm can also skip equivalent configurations. Equivalence is described be-
low. 
4 Results and Brief Discussion 
Equivalences: 
Equivalent configurations are a consequence of the following facts: 
• The sequences A and E are interchangeable. 
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• The sequences X and Yare interchangeable. 
• Negating and/or reversing A and/or B and then take the negated and/or re-
versed version of A and/or B as input to the algorithm, does not affect the 
nonperiodic autocorrelation function being zero. 
• Negating and/or reversing X and/or Y does not affect the nonperiodic auto-
correlation function being zero. 
A lot of other equivalences can be formed by combining the above ones. When de-
signing the algorithm and considering final results, it seemed to be almost impossihle 
to recognise and filter out all such equivalences. 
Example 2 Consider the multiplication by m = 3 and f = 5. From Tablp 1 we 
conclude that 
X AQB, 
Y APB 
is a possible multiplication. By letting Al = A, Bl = B (note that if A, B is a TCP, 
then At, Bl is a TCP as well) we get 
and 
Hence, 
PI HAl +Bd 
Ql = !(Al - B 1 ) 
HB-A) 
!(-A- B) 
Xl AIQIBI = APB, 
Yi = A1P1B1 = AQB. 
X APB, 
Y AQB. 
Q, 
F, 
is another possible multiplication for the same parameters m and f. 
The equivalences of the type in Example 2 can be stated as a lemma. 
Lemma 2 Multiplications which can be obtained by interchanging 
(i) A with A and P with Q; or 
(ii) B with Band P with Q! 
are equivalent. 
Proof. The first class of equivalences is shown in Example 2. For the second class 
let 
Al = A, Bl = B. 
Now 
o 
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Results: 
m f Examples m f Examples 
3 4 PAQ 6 10 AB*QP*BA* 
PBQ AB*QP*lJk 
3 5 AQB 6 10 A*Q*B*BPA 
APB kQ*lJ*BPA 
4 5 PQAQ 7 8 PPPAQQQ 
PBPQ PPPBQQQ 
5 8 PAABQ 7 8 PPQAPQQ 
PAlJBQ PPQlJPQQ 
5 8 PBABQ 7 8 PQPBQPQ 
PAlJAQ PQPAQPQ 
5 8 PAAAQ 7 10 AQAQQQB 
PBlJlJQ APPPBPB 
6 8 QAPQBP 7 10 QAAPQBP 
QAPQlJP QAPQBlJP 
6 8 Q*A*P*PBQ 7 10 PQAABPQ 
Q*lJ*P*PAQ PQAlJBPQ 
6 8 QP*AB*PQ* 7 10 QPQAABP 
QP*AlJ*PQ* QABBPQP 
6 8 PPABQQ 7 10 PQPABAQ 
PPAlJQQ PBAlJQPQ 
6 10 AAPQBB 7 10 PBQPBAQ 
AAPQBlJ PBAQPAQ 
6 10 AQBAPB 7 10 PAPAQBQ 
AQlJAPB PAPBQBQ 
Table 1: Multiplications obtained via computer. 
Tahle 1 shows some results obtained. Shorter multiplications (m = 3,4) were a 
\lid I ter of seconds or minutes on the computer while longer multiplications (m = 7) 
took several CPU-days of computer-time. Clearly, the growth of the search-space 
i, expollf'utial in m. 
Tdhlp 1 gives rise to many new TCP's. These multiplications can be applied to any 
BCP or TCP A, B with zeros in the same positions. The multiplications in general 
lead to Tep's since P and Q are ternary sequences. Some of these new TCP's 
will llan' their -zeros in the same positions which means that we can apply these 
111111 tiplications recursively. 
Example 3 We apply the multiplication 
x PAPAQBQ, 
Y = PAPBQBQ 
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to the TCP 
A - -+0-0-, 
B - -+0+0+ 
of length n = 7 and weight w = 10. Now 
and 
P - - +0000, 
Q 0000 - 0-; 
x + + -0000 - - + 0 - 0 - - - +0000 - - + 
0-0 - 0000 + 0 + - - +0 + 0 + 0000 - 0-, 
y - - +0000 + + - 0 + 0 + + + -0000 - - + 
o + 0 + 0000 + 0 + - - +0 + 0 + 0000 - 0 - . 
x, Y is now a TCP of length 7n = 49 and weight 5w = 50. Observe that for this 
case X and Y have their zeros in the same positions, therefore, any multiplication 
of the table can be (re)applied to X and Y. 
Some multiplications are a result of an extended standard construction which has 
first been presented in [6J: 
Theorem 1 Let A, B be a Tep (with zeros in the same positions) of length r·. Let 
P = !(A + B), Q = !(A - B) (that is, P and Q is a Tep) and let M, N be a Tep 
of length £. Let Or denote the sequence of r zeros and let 
U {m! x P,n! x Q,m2 x P,n2 x Q, ... , ... ,me x P,ne x Q,Or} 
V = {Or,-ne x P,me X Q,-ne-l x P,me-l X Q, ... , ... ,-n! x P,m! x Q}, 
X = U + V, Y = U - V. Then U, V and X, Yare both Tep's of length (2£ + 1)1'. 
Example 4 Let M = ++ and N = +-, let A, B, P, Q, Or be as above. Now 
and 
U PQPQOr, 
V = OrPQPQ, 
X PAAAQ, 
Y = PBBBQ 
are TCP's of length 5r and weight 4 x w(A, B). 
Hence, X and Y can be obtained by the above standard construction as well as the 
exhaustive computer-search. 
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Other multiplications obtained are a result of applying "shorter" multiplications 
appropriately. For example, starting with X = P AQ, Y = F BQ, some of the 
multiplications by m 6 and f = 8 can be obtained by applying the "shorter" 
multiplications by m 3 and f = 4 twice and then concatenating these results 
together. The TCP 
Xnew = XY = PAQFBQ, 
~= = X? = PAQP8Q 
is obtained in this way. We can obtain another TCP X new2 , Ynew2 by applying a 
special kind of interleaving '&'. X &Y is the sequence Y interleaved into the sequence 
X blockwise. That is, 
= X&Y 
= X&? 
PFABQQ, 
= PPA8QQ. 
Note that for this special type of interleaving we have to know the length of the 
initial sequences that formed X and Y. 
Tlwre is a large set of results for which none of the above constructions apply. That 
is, these results can neither be obtained by (known) standard constructions nor can 
they be shown to be they equivalent to others. For example 
X Q8ABPQP, 
Y QFQABAF 
is such a result. 
The question which arises immediately, is, whether there are other unknown stan-
dard constructions that lead to these results or whether these multiplications occur 
"randomly" . 
5 Numerical Consequences and Applications 
Multiplications of four sequences A,B,C,D: 
Notp that if there are four ternary sequences A, B, C and D with zero nonperiodic 
autocorrelation function and with A, Band C, D having their zeros in the same 
positions respectively, then all the above multiplications can be applied to A, Band 
C, D. 
Example 5 Given four sequences A, B, C, D of length n and weight w with the 
propprties mentioned above, the multiplication 
X = PAQ, 
Y FBQ 
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can be applied as follows to A, B, C and D. We let 
Now 
PI !(A + B), QI !(A - B), 
P2 = HC+D), Q2 = !(C-D). 
X P1AQI, 
Y = FIBQI, 
Z = P2CQ2, 
W = F2DQ2, 
and X, Y, Z, Ware four sequences of length 3n and weight 2w with zero nonperiodic 
autocorrelation function. 
Hence, all the multiplications apply to four sequences (with zeros in the appropriate 
positions) as well. 
Weighing matrices: 
Weighing matrices can be constructed by using four sequences of length n and weight 
w with zero (non)periodic autocorrelation function. These four sequences serve to 
generate four circulant matrices, say MI, M2 , M3 , M4 , with the following property: 
where In is the identity matrix of order n. Now MI, M2 , M3 , M4 can be used in the 
Goethals-Seidel array (for details of the construction see for example [4] or [11]) to 
form a W(4n, w). 
If we have four sequences with zero nonperiodic autocorrelation function, we can 
either put them directly into the four matrices M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 , or first multiply 
them, and then form MI. M2 , M3 , M4 which are then used in the Goethals-Seidel 
array to construct the weighing matrices. There are many families of four sequences 
with zero non periodic autocorrelation function known. Other families of four se-
quences with the desired properties can be easily formed from TCP's. If we have, 
for example, a TCP A, B of length n and weight w, then X = A, Y = A, Z = B, 
W = B are four sequences with zero nonperiodic autocorrelation function which can 
be used in the constructions mentioned above to form weighing matrices. Since we 
can always append an arbitrary number of zeros to each of the four sequences before 
constructing MI, M2 , M3 , M4, we only consider "shortest" multiplications (that is, 
with minimum m) for each f. All the other multiplications do not to lead to any 
new order or weight for the weighing matrices or they are trivial. In particular, we 
concentrate on the following multiplications (m, f): 
(1,2) "no multiplication", 
(3,5) multiply the weight by 2!. 
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The constructions and the resulting parameters are described in the following lem-
mas. 
Lemma 3 There is a weighing matrix 
W(4n + 4 + 4x, 4n + 2) and W(I2n + 12 + 4x, IOn + 5), 
where x ;::: 0, and n E {I, 2, ... , 30} U {2a lOb26c la, b, c;::: o}. 
Proof. Take base sequences of lengths n + 1, n + 1, n, n and weight 4n + 2 
and multiply them as indicated above. Since base sequences do exist for n E 
{I, 2, ... ,:30} U {2a lOb26c la, b, c ;::: O} ([7]) and since we can always append an arbi-
trary number x or x + 1 of zeros to each sequence before constructing Mb M2 , M3, 
M4 , we get weighing matrices with the above parameters. 0 
Lemma 4 There is a weighing matrix 
where x ;::: 0, and 
1 
W(4n + 4x, w) and W(12n + 4x, 2Zw), 
(n, w) E {(5, 16), (5, 18), (5,20), (7, 22), (8,24), (7,26), (7,28), 
(11,44),(14,52),(15,54)} 
U {(2a lOb26c,2 x 2a lOb26C )la, b, c ;::: O} 
U {(2a lOb26c + 1,2 x 2a lOb26c + 2)la, b, c ;::: O}. 
Proof. Take four sequences of type A,B,C,C (that is, A, B, C, C have zero 
nonperiodic autocorrelation function) of lengths n, n, p, p, n ;::: p and weight w, 
wlwre A, B have their zeros in the same positions. We can again append x or 
x + n - p zeros to each sequence before constructing M1 , M2 , M3 and M4 • The 
seqllf~nces of type A,B ,C ,C with the desired properties are shown to exist for the 
ahove parameters (n, w) in [5], and they can be constructed for 
(n, w) E {(2a lOb26",2 x 2a lOb26C )la, b, c;::: O} 
U {(2a lOb26c + 1,2 x 2a lOb26c + 2)la, b, c;::: O} 
from Golay sequences. o 
Lemma 5 There is a weighing matrix 
W(4n+4x,2w), W(4n+4+4x,2w+2), W(8n+4+4x,4w+1), 
W(12n + 4x, .'}w) , W(12n + 4 + 4x, 5w + 2), W(24n + 4 + 4x, lOw + 1), 
where x ;::: 0, and 
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Proof. Take a TCP A, B of length n and weight w with zeros in the same positions. 
We can now take the four sequences A, B, A, B of lengths n and weight 2w and 
carry out the same constructions as above. This explains the first column of weighing 
matrices of the lemma. For the second column, consider the sequences X, Y, X, Y 
of lengths mn and weight f w which are obtained by multiplying A and B by (m, J). 
We now let 
E = {X, I}, F = {X, -I}, G = H = Y, 
and we take E, F, G, H (with x or x + 1 zeros appended) as the first rows of the 
circulant matrices MI , M 2, A13 , !'v[4. Finally, for the third column, we takt' X, Y itS 
above and form 
8 = {X,O,X}, T = {X,O,X}, U = {Y,O, yo}, V = {Y,a, yo}, a =J 0. 
Now 8, T, U, V (with x zeros appended) have zero non periodic autocorrelation 
function and they serve to construct M l , M2 , M3 , M4 . Since TCP's do exist for 
n = 2"10b26 C and w = 2n and for (n, w) E {(6, 10), (14, 26)} (for the last two pairs 
of (n, w) see [3] or [6]), we get the weighing matrices with the required parameters. 
o 
In some cases, we can of course multiply more than once before constructing All, 
M2, /\1[3, M4. For example, we can multiply by (ml' fd = (2,4) an arbitrary numlwr 
of times, before finally multiplying by (m2,!2) = (3,5). Such kind of combined 
multiplications lead to other weighing matrices which are not listed in the above 
lemmas. Clearly, if we multiply more than once, the sequences in the intermediate 
steps must have their zeros in the same positions. 
6 Conclusion and Further Research 
A computer-search for obtaining longer TCP's from shorter ones has been presented. 
When testing the nonperiodic autocorrelation fnnction, only the crosscorrelations of 
sequences and no single values of s had to be considered. The search led to many 
new and interesting results. Some of these results may be obtained by applying 
other already known constructions or by applying "shorter" multiplications mort' 
than once. Others turned out to be equivalent with previously found ones. However, 
there was a large set of configurations which was completely new or for which thpre 
is no construction method known. More research could be done in this direction. 
The computer-search was easy to implement. This kind of computer-search could 
be adapted to find multiplications for any family of sequences with zero nonperiodic 
autocorrelation function. 
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